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 muvee Reveal lets you create and share personalized, professional looking home movies in
a few quick steps. With automatic motion and face detection, your photos and video are
synced to the beat of your favorite music.

Tell your story the way you want to through advanced personalization features including
captions, voiceover and music trimming. Post to YouTube, Facebook or burn to DVD – the
sharing possibilities are endless. Home movie making has never been so easy.

Key Features

Tell your story
Give your movies your special touch. Personalization features include music trimming, logo
insertion, captions and voiceover. Even have your very own rolling credits at the end!

Share easily
With muvee Reveal, you can instantly share your movies with your favorite social networks
too! Upload to Facebook and YouTube. Burn DVDs, or export your movies to your iPod,
iPhone, mobile phone and PSP directly. Share your movies anytime, any place.

Music trimming
Now you can choose the favorite parts of your music. Take out the beginning or use just the
chorus, the choice is yours. Our music trimming feature lets you choose the specific portion in
a soundtrack you want.

Styles
Styles help you tell your story in just one click. Each of our 10 styles has unique effects,
animations, and transitions to complete your home movie. Our new customizing tools let you
change the pace and background, adjust your color saturation and effects, and more! There
is a style to match every event and occasion! See more styles »

NVIDIA® CUDA Acceleration
Movies save up to 8x faster with NVIDIA CUDA!
For systems with NVIDIA CUDA-enabled graphics card, you can enhance the processing
power of saving and rendering your movies up to 8x faster than before.

Full HD Support
Make crystal-clear movies using your photos or HD video. Choose between 1280x720 (720p)
and 1920x1080 (1080p) resolutions. Input HD directly from devices including the Flip and
AVCHD/HDV camcorders.

Instant Full Screen Previews
Watch your movies instantly in a full screen, DVD-quality preview. This allows you to edit your
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movies exactly the way you want them before saving. It’s video editing software without the
fuss.

shwup
A new way to share movies privately in one click. Upload your movies directly. Send invites to
friends and family to view the album. They can contribute photos or just leave a comment.
Learn more at shwup.com »

Easy to use editing tools
muvee Reveal makes everything easy. Automatic brightness control, color correction and red
eye reduction. Zoom in on specific details, rotate images and change the sequence of
images. You have complete control.

Easy transfer
One-touch transfer from your camcorder, phone, or camera makes it easy to import any
media regardless of format.

System requirements

Processor     Intel Pentium 4, AMD Athlon 64 (or equivalent),  2GHz or higher
Memory     1GB RAM (Save in High Definition: 2GB RAM)
Video Memory     128MB (Save in High Definition: 256MB & above)
Video Drivers     Must support Open GL 1.4
Operating System     Microsoft Windows 7, Microsoft Windows Vista, Microsoft XP
(Service Pack 2)
Other Requirements     Apple Quicktime is required for supporting MOV and
iPhone/iPod formats
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